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Abstract—In the high dimensional data set having features selection involves identifying a subset of the most useful 
features that produce compatible results as the original entire set of features. A fast algorithm may be evaluated from both 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the subset of features. Fast clustering based feature selection is proposed for fast 
clustering in high dimensional data. In this algorithm features are divided into clusters and then the related independent 
classes of the subset is selected from each cluster to form a subset of features. Finally the fast clustering can be performed 
based on the minimum spanning tree method for ensuring the efficiency of fast clustering in the datasets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Feature selection is processes that choose a 
subset from the original feature set according to some 
criteria. Clustering is a collection of similar data. The 
data set is divided into number of clusters. Each 
cluster is independent to another cluster. Filter feature 
selection method is used to reduce the search space in 
data set. Fast clustering feature selection is more 
efficient than traditional feature selection algorithm. 
It is used to reduce time complexity and increase 
accuracy. Graph theoretic method such as minimum 
spanning tree. Feature subset selection is an effective 
way to reduce the dimensionality, removing 
irrelevant data, increasing learning accuracy. Many 
machines learning algorithm can be used to find the 
subset of data in the dataset. The predictive based 
algorithm can be used to predict the dataset 
accurately but it is computationally low. The 
accuracy of the data cannot be guaranteed for high 
dimensional dataset.  
The data model can be specify some rules for 
matching the data and it cannot be satisfied means it 
cannot be predict the accurate data. The wrapper, 
embedded, filter and hybrid methods were used in 
previous system.  But it have more disadvantages 
such as computational complexity is large and 
expensive, less accuracy, selection of feature subset is 
limited, cannot reduce redundant feature. This 
problem is overcome by proposed system. The 
application of cluster analysis has been demonstrated 
to be more effective than traditional feature selection 
algorithm.  
The general graph-theorrtic cluster is to compute a 
neighborhood graph of instances, then delete any 
edge in the graph. The result is a forest and each tree 
in the forest represents a cluster. Based on the MST 
we propose Fast clustering woks in two processes.  
 
First features are divided into clusters by using graph 
theoretic method.  

In second process, the more representative feature is 
selected from each cluster. 
 
II. RELATED WORK  
 

Feature subset selection is the process of 
identifying and removing as many irrelevant and 
redundant features. Because (i) irrelevant features do 
not contribute to the predictive accuracy. 
 (ii) Redundant features do not redound to getting a 
better predictor for that they provide mostly 
information which is already present in other features. 
The many feature subset selection algorithms can 
effectively eliminate irrelevant features but fail to 
handle redundant features however some of others 
can eliminate the irrelevant at the same time as taking 
care of the redundant features. The proposed FAST 
algorithm falls into the removing of redundant 
features. 

Conventionally, feature subset selection 
research has focused on searching for relevant 
features. In Relief, each feature according to its 
ability to classify instances under different targets 
based on distance-based criteria function. However, 
Relief is not removing redundant features. Relief-F 
extends Relief, enabling this method to work with 
noisy and incomplete data sets and to deal with multi-
class problems, but accuracy of learning algorithms, 
and thus should be eliminated as well. CFS and FCBF 
are examples that take into consideration the 
redundant features. CFS is achieved by the hypothesis 
that a good feature subset is one that contains features 
highly correlated with the target, so far uncorrelated 
with each other. FCBF is a fast filter method which 
can identify relevant features as well as redundancy 
among relevant features without correlation analysis. 
Different from these algorithms, the proposed FAST 
Algorithm employs clustering based method to 
choose features. 
 
III. SYSTEM  OVERVIEW 
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Irrelevant features, along with redundant features, 
strictly affect the accuracy of the learning machines. 
Thus, feature subset selection should be able to 
identify and remove as much of the irrelevant and 
redundant feature as possible. We develop a novel 
clustering based feature subset selection algorithm 
which can efficiently and effectively deal with both 
irrelevant and redundant features, and obtain a good 
feature subset. By achieve this through a new feature 
selection framework which composed of the two 
connected components of irrelevant feature removal 
and redundant feature elimination. The feature 
obtains relevant to the target concept by eliminating 
irrelevant ones and the latter removes redundant 
features from relevant ones via choosing 
representatives from different feature clusters and 
thus produces the final subset. 
The irrelevant feature removal is straightforward 
once the right relevance measure is defined or 
selected. The redundant feature elimination is a bit of 
sophisticated. 
In the proposed FAST algorithm, it involves (i) the 
construction of the minimum spanning tree (MST) 
from a weighted complete graph (ii) the partitioning   
of   the MST into a forest with each tree representing 
a cluster (iii) the selection of representative features 
from the clusters. 

In the first module Distributional clustering 
has been used to cluster words into groups based 
either on their participation in particular grammatical 
relations or on the distribution of class labels 

associated with each word by Baker and McCallum 
.The result in suboptimal word clusters and sky-
scraping computational cost, proposed a new 
algorithm for word clustering and applied it to text 
classification. The use of the resulting cluster 
hierarchy to choose the most useful attributes. 
Unfortunately, the distance based on cluster 
estimation measure does not identify a feature subset 
that allows the classifiers to improve their original 
performance accuracy. Still even compared with 
other feature subset selection methods, the obtained 
accuracy is lower and computational complexity is 
large. 

In Time complexity analysis the major 
amount of work for Algorithm 1 involves the 
computation of SU values for TR relevance and F-
Correlation, which has linear complexity in a given 
high dimensional data set. The first part of the 
algorithm has a linear time complexity in terms of the 
set of features m. supercilious features are selected as 
relevant ones in the first part, when k ¼ only one 
feature is selected from high dimensional data. 
The micro array data can be classification based on 
the image data. The data can be arranged in the 
categorized test dataset and it can be grouped in the 
form of selection of attributes and the result can be in 
the form of micro array data format. The data can in 
the form of independent format and form the data in 
the categorized based dataset. The dataset in the form 
of test dataset can be used. 
 
IV. ALGORITHM 
 

Feature selection, also known as attribute 
selection or variable subset selection.  The process of 
selecting a subset of relevant features for use in 
model construction. The assumption when using a 
feature selection technique is that the data contains 
many redundant or irrelevant (noisy) features. 
Redundant features and irrelevant features provide no 
useful information in any context and it reduces the 
quality of the selected features. Feature selection 
techniques are a subset of the more general field of 
feature extraction in high dimensional data. Feature 
extraction creates new data from original features of 
dataset, whereas feature selection returns a subset of 
the features. Feature selection techniques are 
frequently used in domains where there are many 
features and comparatively few samples. The 
conventional case is the use of feature selection in 
analyzing microarrays. Feature selection techniques 
provide three main benefits when constructing 
predictive models: 

 improved model interpretability,  
 shorter training times,  
 Enhanced generalization by reducing 

over fitting.  
A feature selection algorithm can be seen as 

the combination of a search technique for proposing 
new feature subsets along with an efficiency and 
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effectiveness. The simplest algorithm is to test each 
possible subset of features finding the one which 
reduces the inaccuracy. The choice of evaluation 
metric heavily influences the algorithm. The 
proposed FAST algorithm consists of three parts: (i) 
removing irrelevant features (ii) constructing a MST 
from relative one (iii) partitioning the MST and 
selecting representative features. 

 
V. FAST 
Inputs: D (F1, F2,…Fm,C)(high dimensional  
dataset) 
Output: S-selected feature subset 
Part1: Irrelevant feature removal 
 The features whose S∪(Fi,C) values are 
greater than a predefined threshold 휃 comprise the 
target relevant feature subset F´= { F1´,F2 ,́…Fk´} 
(k≤ 푚). 
Part2: Redundant feature removal 

Calculate the F-correlation S∪(Fi´,Fj´) value 
for each pair of features. 
Part3: Tree partition & representative feature 
selection. 
 We obtain good feature subsets. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

A novel clustering-based feature subset 
selection algorithm for high dimensional data is 
proposed. In the proposed algorithm a cluster consists 
of features. Each cluster is treated as a distinct feature 
and thus dimensionality is reduced. Compare the 
performance of the proposed algorithm obtained the 
best proportion of selected features, the supreme 
runtime and the good classification accuracy. FAST 
obtains the good rank for microarray data, text data, 
and image data in terms of classification accuracy of 
the four different types of classifiers.  
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